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•. ""'" "'B," U!ll.fI]F!JIDfS

Defi:lition, Important theorems on Laplace
transforms, Inverse Laplace transform, Methods of finding:
inverse Lapla.ce transform by partial fra.ctions, Convolutior~~
theorm,Applications of Laplace transform to electronics.

5. Z. TRANSFORMS, :

Definiticns of one and t~o sided Z
Important theorems of Z transform, inverse Z
Applications of Z transform ~o elentronics.

transformS,
transform,

6. SIGNA! AIiIl SYSTEM MOD£l,tING CONCEPl :

Examples of Systems, signal modes, energy and power
spectral densities, Introduction to system modelling
"onoepts, Impulse response of a fixed linear system,

REFERENCES

1. Mathelllatical methods for PhYSicist
G. Arfken,Adademic Press, 1885.,

2. Mat;hel!latical Methods in Physical Sciences, Ed.II
lCl..Boas,"J"ohn WIl"y and Son's.

3. Mathematioal Methods for Physics
J.Mathe~ and S.L.Walker, Benjamin (IBH), 1978.

4. Linear Algebra
Lipsuita, Schaum's Series.

5. Mathematics for Physics and Chemistry, Vol,r
H.M.Margeilau and G.M.Murphy, Ea!;t-Iiest Press.
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EL tel , MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN ELECTRONICS
1. SPECIALFUNCTIONS:

Bessel functions - generating function,
Orthogonality of Bessel functions, Properties of Bessel
functions, rntoduction to second kind Bessel function.

Hermite functions
orthogonality of Hermite functions,
functions.

generating
properties

function,
of Hermite

Legendre functions
orthogonality of Legendre functions;
functions.

generating
properties

fun"tion,
of Legendre

2. HATRICEf.:

Special matrices - Symmetri", Orthogonal, Hermitian
and unitary, Eigenvalue equation, eigen vectors and eigen
values, Similarity transformations, Diagonalisation.

3. FOURIER SERIES AI:ll!, IEANSFORHS :

Fourier series, odd and even functions, half range
Fourier Sine and Cosine series, Complex form of Fourier
series, Parseaval's identity for Fourier serles, Finite
Fourier transform, Fourier integral, Fourier transform
sine ~. ,and. cosine .. "trll.nS~orm, the convolution theorem,
ParseavaI's identity .for Fourier transform, Applications toeleotroni0s.
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EL 1~2 : QUANTUM MECHANICS
1. GENERAL FDRHULATIO[ QE ~JE tiKGHbllCli,

FundallH;f,t"l .".~t"1~~.•.,, ~,'~~~ _,,"."_ 'J ~a.; mechanics,
correspondance prinoipl." ,:.~,~~.l'al:.J"f;, "igc;:£o.;n,.,tions,
completeness aor;i ~cr",,,ll:;t..~..,: ,,: rrlnr<d"tmc~iOl,:;;, elosu."e
propetrty, expaC';:'lon coe.e{ r ~' '.<ont), c'lg",,, functions in
momen urn space. intru~u<;-t. '.', Co to'" flnci kot nctatlo:l andtheir pro~erties

2. OPERATORS IIIQ~K MECHAMLC~
Operators, thei:.- ei_k~,;'.c.ll:E:s ;;nd eigenfunctions,

Hermiti:;'l1, unital-:l, par.:,ty oi/;:,rat.oL's'and their propertief),
COIrllllutators- definition, CI),l"mtator al.~ebra, fundamental
commuta.tors in quantum mechanics, oCllllltluting oper"tors and
their physical significanc0. Solution of 1-0 HarltLonic
Oscillator using ladder operators.

3. ANGULAR MOMENTUM ,

,.

Angular momentultLoperator, Linear mOltLentumoperator as
generator of translation, orbital angular momentum operator
as fenerator of rotation, eigen val~es and eigenfunctions
of Land L2 using explicit forms of Land L2 in spheric~l
co-ordinates, Various coltLlilutationrelations between L,
1X,Ly and 12. determination of eigenvalue spectrum of J2, Jzwhere J is any angular momnetultLoperator, Addition of two
angular momenta development of the necessary theory,
Clebesch-Gordon coefficients.
MATRIX FORtllJI,ATION l.li QUANTUM HECHANICS :

Hatrices in Quantum Mechanics, transformation theory,
Unita:ry matrix, P:rojection operato .•..

5. APPROXIHATE METHODS l.li QUANTFH MECHANICS

Variational method: General characteristics of
method, application to estimation of energy of ground
and excited state.

tho
state

Time independent perturbation theory : Stationary
perturbation theory for degenerate and non~degenerate case,
first order and second order perturbation, Applications to
problems such as perturbation of an oscillator, Zeem~n
effeot without electron spin, first order Stark effeot ~n
Hydrogen.

REFERENCES

1. Quantum Mechanics
L.I. Schiff, He Gra" Hill, Kega Kl.1sha,1868.

2. A text book of Quantum Mechanics 981
P.H.Mathew and K.Venkatesan, Tata Me Gra" Hill, 1 .

3. Quantum Mechanics, Vol.!
A. Messiah, North Holland, 1872.

4, Quantum Mechanics,
E.tlerzbacher, Wiley Eastern, 187'l.

5. Quantum Mechanics,
A.K.Ghatak and S.Lokanathan, MacMillan India, 1878.

6. QuantuillMechanics,
A.S.Davydov, Pergamon Press, 1876.
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EL 103 : BASIC ELECTRONICS
1. PlOpESm CIRCUI! APPI.ICATIONS

Ideal diode - large signal and small signal model,
Applications: Rectifiers, Clipping and Clamping circuits,
Voltage multipliers, Amplitude demodulation, zener diode as a
voltage regulator.

2. BIPOLARJUNCTIONTRANSISTORS

Small signal and large signal models, Design of
Biasing circuit, load line(ac and dC),Transistor as an
amplifier, Hybrid pi-equivalent circuit for Cll
aJlplifier,Transistor as a s>litch, FET and MOSFEI(depletion
and enhancement type).

3. tlULTIPI.ETRANSISTORAMPLIFIERS

Darlington configuration, Commoncolleotor pair,Cascaded
BJT common emitter amplifier, Differential amplifier,
Analysis, CMRRetc. PO>ler amplifiers: classification,Push-
pull amplifiers (class A,class B,class AB and class
C),calculaticn of conversion efficiency, complementary. push-
pull output stage.

4. FREQUENCYRESPONSEQ.EAMPLIFIERS

Typical Amplifier Frequency Characteristics,Frequency
Response,LO>l frequency and high frequency equivalent circuit
and response, Effect of bypass and coupling capacitors.

5. FEEDBACKAMPlIFIEBS AIm OSCILLATORS

Basic concept of feedback,positive feedback,negative
feedback, Effect of negative feedback on gain,input
impedanoe, outpu t impedance, bandwidth, noise and distort icn.

Feedback configurations: shunt-shunt, series-series,
series-shunt and shunt-series. Frequency response of
feedback amplifiers, Oscillators: Sinusoidal oscillatcrs,
nonsinusoidal oscillators,Re and LC oscillators- Phase
shift, lIien bridge,Cclpitt,Hartley and tuned circuit,
crystal oscillators.

6. OPM!E and flPPl.ICATIONS

Basic cirCuit blook, input and output cffset
current and voltages, bias ourrent,slew rate,Inverting
amplifier, non-inverting amplifier,voltage follower,
oomparator, Schmitt trigger, integrator and differentiator
logrithmio amplifier, instrumentation aIlplifier, functio~
generator, aQtive filte"s,precision rectifiers
instrumentaticn amplifier and ar,alog computaticn. '

1. TUNEDAMPLIFIERSAIm FREQUENCYSEI.ECTIYECIRCl/ITS:

Single tuned BJT circuit, Inductor quality factor,
Transformer coupling, Synchronous and stagger tuning, Phase
locked loop, Voltage controlled oscillator.

,



8. TEANSIENT RESPONSE AHQ SWITCHING SPEED:

Step response of an
and high pass case,
charoteristics of diode
time,storage time, fall
that avoid saturation.

amplifier,Step response: law pass
sag calculation, switching

and transistor,delay time, rise
time, speed up capacitor,circuits

MOTE : Emphasis must be given on design aspects.

REFERENCES ,
1. Electronic Principles,

A.P.Malvino, McGraw Hill Company.

2. Electronic Fundamentals and Applicaticns,Edition 5
J.D.Ryder, Prentice Hall of India, 1981.

3. Integrated Electronics
J.Millman and C.C.Halkias, Me Graw Hill COlllpany,19B1.

4. Electronic Devices and Circuits,
A.Mottershead, Prentics Hall cf India, 1981.

5. Operational Amplifiers,
G.B.Clayton, Butterworth.
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EL 104 : PHYSICS OF ELECTRONIC KATERIALS

1. CRYSTAl STRUCTURES

Classification of crystals, Lattice, Killer
indices, Crystal stroctures sueh as NaCI, CsCI, lrIurtzite,
Diamond, HCP eto. Reciporcal lattice, Ewald's construction,
Brillouin zones, Wigner-Seitz cell, X~ray diffraction, Laue
theory, geometrioal structure factor, atomic structure
faotor for FCC, BCe and diamond structure. X-ray diffraction
methods - Laue, rotating crystal and powder method.

2. E!ECTROtlICSTRUCTURENiP. RELATEDPROPERTIES

Free electron model, energy levels and density of
orbitals in One dimension and three dimensions, Band theory
of solids, origin of energy gap, Kroning penny model and its
solution, ccnoept of effer.::tive lIlass of electron and hole,
Umpklapp processes with application to conductivity, Dotion
of electrons In 3-di"lensi()ns, tight bound electron
approximation, application to simple cubic lattice.
Overlapping of energy bands.

3. FERMISURFACES:

Characteristics and construction of Fermi surfaces, Fermi
surface and Brillouin zoneE', Fermi surfaces of metals such
as aluminium, copper and gold. Effect of electric field on
Fermi surfaces, Experimental study of Fermi surfaces.

4. DIELECTRICPROPERTIES ;

Polarization, depolarization field, Lorentz field,
dielectric constant and polllrizllbility, Clausius Mossotti
relation, atoo;ic polarizability [electronic, ionic anddipolar] .

5. MAGNETICPROPERTIES

. Diamagnetism, Paramagnetism, Ferromagnetism,
FerrItes and their behaviour at high frequencies.

6. DEFECTS1H SOUDS :

Point, line and planer defects
and Frankel defc:cts,estill'lation of
00101' oentres, disloc&tions,

in crystals, Schottky
vacanoies, Diffusion,

REFERENCES

1. Solid State Physics,
A.J.Dekkar, Mo Millan St<ldents Ed.

Edition.

Int~oduc:tion to Solid State Ph.~ics,
C.Klttel, Ih!ey Ea;:;cern Ltd., Eoition 5

Solid State Physicc,
C.tI.Kachhava, Tata tic Graw hill Edition.

Solid State Physics,
N.W.Ashcroft and N,D.tI","''''i~. H 1" S d,", ", "L- ann ers International Ed.
Solid State Physics
L.Azzroff, Tata tic Graw Hill

3.

2.

4.

5.

6
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EL IB5 GENERAL LABORATORY I

1. To study the switohing characteristios of electronic
devioes.

2. To design, build and test a discrete component schmitt
trigger.

3. To design, build and test electronically regulated power
supplies using ~ener diodes, Three pin regulators
(using 78XX/79XX) and using Ie 723.

4. To measure dynamio and static value of forward curr~nt gain
of BJT using Ie 741.

s. To study the characteristics of second order active
filters.

" To measure the parameters of a sample and hold oirouit.
7. To study the phase looked loop and it"s applioation.
8. To _design, build and test a'function generator oirouit

using linear integrated circuits.
9. To design and calibrate a linear temperature to frequency

oircuit.
13.

".
,

~
12.
13.
1•.

To study the performanoe of class AB push pull amplifier.
To measure the resistivity of sample at various
temperatures by Four probe method.
To analyze a given function usj.ngFourier analysis_
Measurement of Hall coeffioient.
Energy band gap measurement of a semiconductor.

ROTE, Kinimum 12 experiments must be completed by the student.



8L 201 : STATISTICAL 1'!ECHAlUCS

1. Speoification of the state of system ( classical as ~ell as
quantum), Phase spaoe, Liouville's theorem, statistical
ensemble, accessible states, postulate of equal a priori
probability, density of states and its behaviour for ideal
manoatomic gas in classical limit, statistical definition of
entro",y.

2. ENSEMBLESAl:ID.lHERMCDYNAMICGUAtlTITIES :

Miorooancnical ensemble, canonical ensemble, Grand
canonical ensemble, partition function, evaluation of
therl!lodynamic qualltities from partition function,
application to ideal gas, Gibb"", paradox.

3. MAXWELL BOLTZMANN m EINSTEIN AHD. URlU DIRAC STATISTICS,

Quantum distribution functions, the Boltzmann limit
of Bo"e Einstein and Fermi Dirac gas, evaluation of the
partition funotion, partition function of diatomic
molecules, equation of state of an ideal gas.

4. IDEAL 6.QSli SYSTEM

Photon gas, Planck' slaw, Bose Ein"tein condensation.

5 IDEALFERMISYSTEM
Fermi energy, mean energy of Fermion at T= 0 K, electron

gas, Fermi energy as a function of telllperature, electronic
specific heat.

6. Bol tzmann
",lectrical

transport equa-tion
(lOnductivity.

ood its application

REFERENCES,

1. Fundamentals of Statistical and Thermal Physics,
F.Reif, Me Grs.w Hill Company.

2. Statistiosl Mechanics.
Kerson Huang, Wile,' Eastern Ltd., 19[;3.

3. Introduction Lo Ststi",tical Mechanics,
B.B.L8.ud, Macmillan, :",ciia, 1981.

4. Statistical Mechanics,
J.E.Hayer- and H.G.Hay,H', Joh" Wiley, 1940.

5. Statistical Physics, :!d.II
L.D.Landau and E.M.Lifshitz, Pergamon Press, 1958.

6. Statistical Physics,
R.K.Pathria, Pergamon Press, 1972.
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HL 282 ,

1. IfAJr!(EI.l.' S EQUATIONs

Electrodynamics before MaxwellA. . 1 > modification ofpere ~ aw, Maxwell-s equations, magnetic charge,
Far~day s .law for moying media, Maxwell.s equations formov1ng med1a.

system,
volume

energy_

•'_NuE.R.GuY•.• '.D.R,CR. AIill MOMENTUM'El.AT',,, ill E ,' o "_U_"_ ,,.,.L CTROHAGNETIC FInp

Energy relations in quasi stationary current
force on 'a current stystem, Inductance, Magnetic
force, general' expressions for electromagneticPOYnting's theorem.

2.

3. m. EQUATION .E!l..IlELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS :

The wave equations, pl~ne waves, radiation pressure,
plane waves ~n moving media, reflection and refractions at
plane bOlJndar1es, the waves in conducting media, metallicreflection.

4. !liE.INHOMOGENEOUS U.YE. EQUATION :

Scalar and vector potentials, Gauge transformations,
Coulomb gauge and Lorentz gauge, the wave equation for
potentials, solution by Fourier analysis, radiation fields,
Hertz potential, eleotrio dipole radiation.

5. COVARIANT FORMULtTION Q£ ELECTRODYNAMICS :

Experimental basis for special relativity, the
Lorentz transformations, law of velocity addition, the
Lorentz transforma,tion of"Four vector, four velocity, four
acceleration, four momentum, ~elation between energy
momentum and mass, the Minkowski force, four vectors to
charge and potential, electromagnetic field tensor, Lorentz
force, invariance of Maxwell.s fiel~ equations under
relativistic (Lorentz"s) transf ..orma,tion, covarience and
tensor form of Maxwell-s field equation, covarience form of
Lorentz transfcrmation.

1962.
Classioal Electrodynamics,Ed.II
W.K.H. Panfsky and M.Philips, Addison-Wesley,

REFERENCES- ,'-1.

j
,
I

••

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Classical Electrodynamics,Ed.II
J.D.Jackson, Wiley Eastern Company Ltd.,1978.

Foundaticns of Eleotromagnetic Theory, Ed.II
J.R.Reitz and F.J.Milford, Addison Wesley,1967.

Introduction to Electromagnetic Fields and waves,
D.R.Corson and P,Lor~ain, Freeman, 1962.

Classical Electrodynamics, Ed.II
Griffits, Prentice Hall of India.

Electromagnetics, Ed.II
B.B.Laud, Wiley Eastern Ltd .

9
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EL 203 : COl!:PUTA'i'IOIlAL MET!;ODS t.HD COIIPUTER PROGRAKKING

I. Some Cot..puter !:'rogramtuing Topics

Functio:li" and SUbl'('utines, ComBlonBlock and Equivalence
d~clar"ti.cwo: .

II.Numerical tfohtods in Zull.'I'R!\N:

In th~ follo~ins topics on numerical methods, students
are eX)Ot';c'lO to be ahI" to write programs, subprograms or
plugre"l "e",o"ont.s a~ ..-ell as perform numerioal calculations
llsi~g electrc~ic calcul~tors ano mathematioal tables.,

1. TTFEATTV~ liu.iL'JJ,l. E.Q.8.am,U'UQI! Q!. ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS "\.

H",o;tc'-l Raphson '::tethod, iteration method, method of
false posit;,c~" r~te of convergence,comparision of these
method"" c~,-",c~,"f 8" ;.;,erative method and implementation.

,

Di:cr)f')t~ n",-thods - 'C':"amer
method, pi70tal ""mC:en:::'a~iun,
Seidai Ill:'ltil::-cl,J,,"'obi ",et"Qo,

3. INTER<'Q1..L.!,U,J~

,
rule, Ga.uss elimination

iterative methods -Gauss

,
Lagrano' anc- 1'1"".;0' in't"€rpolation methods, .Finite

differnec'O r.>P~Llt(>••(; ;!rtcr-t>';llo::ting polynomials using finite!
dif f e,"••n cce~"" c.i~f tJ"" "t'" < t"'~h. ~-, "en t r aI ? forward, ba!,kwa'rdc:

4. liUMERTC.t.L.D'.::.:':L'5.TO','

Hetho,~,. ~-.',_d ~.. l"i;,crpolatioo,
lJ:ld e t ,n-I:,i !l"";' "" e if , ,( Ii);8 t 'J ~ CllP 0 sit e
Tra?e28id~1 'aw' ::h",sOP!l :llles,
[deriv:;,.;i,,,,~ ",?."lic'lt'.,,(i~ i'l'nd errors
compari.::;c..l of. t.,.:. :''''t"OI'llae ,

" ..
methods based on

integration methods~
double integration
in the formulae,

•

t _.'. "

finite ..•diff,e.renoes

lTum~ria",: meLhod'J-£'~ler's method "d'f' dmethod "'. 1 ' ' nO ~ ~e" .ou,S '" >::te)" l!1etr,(lcts_ Taylor series method
Kntta methods, :-l"ltlste •• b"thods,Stability analysis.'

REFERENCES

1. Progranming with FORTRAN 77,
Ram Kumar, Tata lie GrO;l Hi'l C2. Introd t ~ o:npany.
S S S u~ ory met.h?ds 0: llm.;l"riO'll A:ialysis
.. ~s ry, Prenc)ce H,lll of India '

3. Numerlcal NathE'l:lfltioaJ ,;n8.:y~,is .
J.B.Scarbo~QU6h, Oy.fo!d, 1884.. '

4. Comp~ter Proo';:-ar,l!iing i'l FOIi~'RANIV
V.RaJar!<mar" P;:.,r:ti,,,,, :'h11 af T c':

5. ~olJPuter Ori"nt~..; Hulte~iaal H"t~od~'1974.
. RaJaralllan, '1rC'"'tic-e H<.ll "'::- India:

Euler's
Runge
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DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

1. Codes aQd ~rithwetiG

BCD co~e~ excess 3 code, gray oade,ASCII code, EBcote'
COdb, add~tlon, subtraction,mult~plication and divisIon
using binary, octal and hexadeoimal number system.

I

Ccmplement of function, De"Morgan"s theorems Boolean
identitie:; "nd their nppllcatiol1s for reduction of' logical
exp~esslons, st~ndard SOP form, numerical representation of
SOPfa:'iIl, FOS for.m, numerical representation - Truth table
verificatlun, K-map, 5 variable K-map, minimiz~tion of logic
cguat"on uSlng K-map.

•

•
i

Introduc~ion of
charrrcteri~tics of
wire ANDing. tnree
!>xpanders.

Ie families, TTL, EeL and .. CMOS
logic families, open" collector
stat" device"s, AND-DR-INVERT

•

gates,
gate,s,
gates,

Flip Flop as a bistable multivibrator, Flip Flop using
HAN!) and NOP.gates, RS Flip Flop, JK Flip Flop, Race around
condition, Di:-ect sets and direot clears, D Flip Flop, T

,r- Flip .Flo~, JK Master.Slav", Flip Flop, edge triggered flip
\- flops, EliF Flop para~eters, Uses of Flip Flops, Glitches.

Rl:?,ol", OOll'ltc,rs, up-do",,, counter, divide by N counter,
Synchr"f'oCl" c"un:;~rs, Irregular and truncated counters, IC
r:ounters l1.-:-L.g Ie 7490, IC 7493. Presetable counters,
,=,ountc,s '-'Ding Ie 74i82., Ie 7.:1183, Johnson counter, Timing
di~gra~ and ~tate transition diagrams of above counters,
Ap:<>l io::;tiGil".

S;,ift R~p'ister: Bas!,o Register, Left and right shift
regist~r, Serial and parallel loading of shift register,
applic:ltions.

6. Mu1tipJe);"rs lliL1Demultiplexers

i

Mnltiplexe::,
decimal, decode!',
applioations.

7. Memo•..ies

encoder, demultiplexer, decoder, BCDto
Decimal to BCDencoder, Keyboard encoder,

lIelllory types, Semiconductor memo~'ies, CCre memcries,
static RAM,dynamic RAM,PAL and PLA, Expansion of RAM.

,-_.~'_._-,

",



8.

Binary weighted resistor network, R-2R ladder type DAC,
DAC parameters, Simultaneous/Flash type ADC, Counter type
ADC, traoking type ADC, -suooessive approximation type ADC,
Single slope and dual slope ADC, ADCparaDleters.

8. 'Appljoatjons

"..,

Multiplexing displays, frequency
measurement and digital valtDater.

,

REFERENCES :

counters, T illle

1 Digital
MalviDu

Prinoilp€-s and AppliCations
and Leach, Mc-Graw hill.

2. Digital Eleotronics
Strangio C. E., PHI.

3. Digital Instrumentation
Bouwens, Me-Graw Hill.

4. Digital System Design and Microprocessors
J.P.Hayes, Me-Grali" Bill.

5. Digit"l Electronics
W. Gothl:l!H1n, Printic"" :raIl Of India .

•



GENERAL LABORATORY II
Part A

1. To study the time multiplexing concept using dynamicdisplay,

2, To design, build and test a code converter circuit.

3. To study the parity generation (odd and even) and parity
Checking using proper circuit.

4, To generate a n-bit pulse train using multiplexer.

5. To study the state transition diagram using Johnson counter,
6, To design, build and test BCD adder cirouit using Ie 7483.

ie 74123.
',.-

astable lIlultivibrstorjUSing,To design, build and test

Study of J-K master slave flip flop.

7.

8.

Part : B

1. Draw the f'low-chart and write a progrsmm to find the root of
the equation F(x) -= " by Newton Raphson method,

•• Draw
given

5, Draw
given

z.

3.

Draw the flow-ohart and' write a prograllllllto find the root, of
the equation F(x) = 0 by Iteration method.

Draw the flow-chart and write a programm to f'ind the root of
the equation F(x) = " by False position method.

the flow-ohart and write a programlllto integrate the
function using Trapezoidal rule.

the flow-ohart and write a programm to integrate
function using Simpson's 1(3 and 3/8 rule.

fitting of a
interpolation

write a programm for
n using Lagrange's

flow-ohart and
of degree

Draw a
polynomial
formula,

B.

a given
me~hod _

a given
modified

a programm to solve
Euler's simple and

write a programlllto solve
using Runge Kutta

1 ..•.en set ofrite a programm to so ve ~lVDraw a flow-chart .and w . g Gauss elimination method,simultaneous equationS uSin .,
to solve given ~etflow-ohart and write a progra~m S-'dal eliminationDraw a . sing Gauss ~~of simultaneous equations u

method,

Draw a flow-chart and write
differenti~l equation using
method,
Draw a flow-chart and
differential equation

10.

8,

7.

,.

, ..:.
'"'

•,

• ROTE , Kinimum 6 experiemnts must be completed by the student frOD

each part, ,



EL 31'11 PHYSICS OF SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

1. PROPERTIES Of. SEIHCONDIICTORS

Review of crystal structures and Energy bands of
semiconductors (Ge, Si, GaAs, IV-V, III-V, II-VI compound
semi.::onductors), charge carriers, minority and majority
carriers, excess carriers and life time, diffusion of
carriers and Einstein's relation, Intrinsic and extrinsic
semiconductors, Pcsition cf Fermi level, degenerate and non-
degenerate semiconductors, carrier concentration in
degenerate and non-degenerate cases, current transport,
internal field in a semiconductor with non-uniform doping.

Z. MEASUREKENT Of- ELECTRICAIL PARAMETERS Of- SElIICORDJlCTOR

Resistivity, mobility, carrier concentration,
carrier types by Hall effect, Haynes-Schockley experiment-
mobility, diffusion constant and life time of minority
carriers.

3. ~ JUNCTION DEVICES

The junction diode: Junction in equilibriulll, junction with
forward and reverse bias, current-voltage characteristic of
junction diode, electron hole injection efficiency, the
geometry of the depletion layer, depletion layer
c,:-pac~tance, diffusion capacitance, Small signal equivalent
cIrcuIt of a P-N junction, switching characteristic,
Breakdowns in p-tl junctions.

Zener Diode .•
operation, device

Reverse bias breakdown, principle. of
deSIgn for particular breakdown voltage.

Varact,:,r Diode., Capacitance of p-n junction
operatIon, eqUIvalent circnit, power relation:

principle ',cf
applications,

Tunnel. Diode . Degener~te semiconductors, princi Ie 0
operatIon, ClrCUl.t op"ratlon, applications as an osci1l t fa or.

P-I-H Diode Intrinsic layer
behaviou~ of fcrward and reverse' principle cf OPeration
apphcatlons, bias, equivalent cirouit,

4. !lETAI.-SEKICOHI)!JC'IDR JUNCTION DIODE

Structure t 1 .band diagram for 'dif;'" a, -selrnccnductor contact, energy
Schottky diodes-pri . ere.,t cases, barrier formation,
theory and apPI'),cati~~~Ple of operation, current transport

5. BIpoLAR JYNCTION TRANSISTOR

S~ructure the p~in ' I11011 equatior,s and l' g - ClIOes of OPeratIon, the Ebers
dependence of Ebers_MaIl" slgnal transistor Illodel, th~
operating poin~ .-0, parC:l;Ieters on the structure
pcwer rating ~~~:1~~aXtlm'-l.ntransistor current, voltage and

, ~" . '" s or as a sHi.tch. and

FIRt,V EFFECT 'rRMiSISTOR

JFET
transistcr
transistor

Prir,cip!e of
operaticn, charge
as a ~emory elements

IGFET,
coupled

MOS capacitor
devices (CCD):

HOS
HOS

•



7~'POWHR SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

General consideration, bipolar power transistor,
thyristor family - the SGB , diac and triac.

8. NEGATIVE CONDUCTANCE MICROWAVE DEVICES

IMPATT devices - Read diode, principle of operation,
applications, other structures.

GUNN devices
eleotron mechanism,
domain, applications

REFERENCES

two valley semiconductors, transferred
formation and drift of space charge
in resonant circuits.

1. Solid State Electronic Devices
B. G. Streetman, Printice Hall of India

2. Semiconductor and Electronic Devices
Adhir Bar-Lev,Printice Hall of India.

3. Physics of Semioonductor Devices
S.M.Sze, Wiley Eastern Ltd.

4. Semiconductor Devices and Circuits
Henry Zanger, John Wiley and Sons.

5. Physics of Microwave Semiconductor Devioes and their
applioation
H.A.Watson

,
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XL 302 OPTOELECTRONICS
1. INTRODUCTION

Optoeleot~on1cs as applioation o~iented science,
basic elements of optaelectron1c system, Dual nature of
light, study of e.m. spectrum, photometric and radiometric
systells for measuring intens~ty of light, different units
for it and their interconvers10n.

2. LIGHT SOURCES

Natural, artificial and specialized light sources,
their characterization based on intensi~y ~p~otrulll
emission, spectral distribution, converSlon ?ff~c1ency,
Experimental methods for studying these charac~er1st1cs, .!lse
of Ilonochromater and optioal filters, thelr necesslty,
merits and demerits.

3. LIGHT DETRCTORS

Idea of light detectors, Natu~al and specialized
light detectors, types of speoial light detectors-thermal
and quantum detectors, types of quantum photodetectors_
photoresistive, photovoltaic and photcemissive detectors,
photoelectric cell, photomultiplier tube, important
oharaoteristios of light deteotors- spectral response,
efficiency, mate~ials used for photodetecto~s_

4. OPTICAl, DISPLAYS

Neoessi ty of optioal displays, different
categories of optioal displays indicators _ numeric,
alphanume~ic and special function diSplays, charaoteristics
of displays_ view ability, response time, power
requirements, reliability, Study of LED's, study of LeDS,
dynamic, static and field effect LCDS, dynamic display_
necessity and principle of operation, oontrast improvance
ratio, consideration of displays,

5. OPTICAl. FIBER: Theory .II.W1.Applications

OPTOELECTRONICS

Action of optical fiber as a waveguide, advantage of
optical fiber communications, Necessary conditions for
waveguiding mechaniSm of optical fiber, construction of a
fiber, materials used for optical fibers, constructicn of a
optical fiber cable, role of strength mate~ials, types of
optical fibers, st.ep index and graded index fibers,
Comparision of waveguiding actions, numerical aperture, time
dispersion, splicing al"'d fiber connectors, requirements and
practi,cal methods of splicing, Optical fiber connectors,
losses 11" optioal fiber communication, Fiber losses,
int~insic and extrinSic losses, COlTlparision between !ossses,
Hodes of transmission and diSpersion in optical fibers,
double crucible and chemical deposition, methods of
manufacturing optic fibers, applioations of optical fibers.

APPI,ICATIQNS QE6.

Remote control, burglar alarm,
level indicator, RPHcounter, speed shaft posi tion

control encode~ ,

16



".
7 :I¥foPTICAL COKPUTING AIm. HOU)GRAPHY

" ,."
Limitation of electronic oomputation, Advantage of

optioal computation, elements of optoelectronic computer,
idea of SCM's, types of SCM's, Holagraphy_ basic principle,
ooherent reguirements, applications.

8. LASERS ,
LASER as an amplifier of light, necoessary oondit~on

for amplification, special properties of LASER. study of
three and four level lasers, study of tunable and
semiconductor laser, applications of laser.

REFERENCES
1, An introduction to Optical fibers

Che,rin A.H. ,He .Graw Hill, Tnt. Student Ed.

,

Introduction to Optical Electronic
K.A.Jones,Harper and Row

Optoelectronic :Fiber optics and Lasers _
A text Lab Manual, Morris Tischler. McGraw,H1II

OpticalComminication system
John Gower, Prentice Hall,Ind.

Optical fiber communication,
Keiser.G., I1c.Graw Hill,InLStudent Ed,

Cambridge university Press.
electronics

and Thyagarajan,
Optical
Ghatak

The La.ser
Hecht, MC.Graw Hill

2.

3.

••
,
•••• 5 .

6.

7.

, .
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BL 303 MICROPROCESSOR AND APPLICATlOHS - I

1. MICROPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
Mioroprocessor architecture: Arithmetic and

unit, timing and control seclion, registers.
architecture, pin connections and signals.

2. MICROPROCESSOR TIMINGS

logic
8085

Opeode fetch operation, execute cycle, I-state,
machine cycle, instruction cy"le, wait state, instruction
timings and state transition sequence.

3. PROGRAMMINGlU'l'H. ~

Assembly language instruction format, insll:uclion
set, writing assembly language progr!l;:j5, programming
techniques, Arithmetic programs, code conversions, string
handling; use of subroutines, recursive subroutines, use of
staok.

4. IBTERFACING KEMORYAHl1 ILU DEVICES ,

Basic interfacing concepts, address space, address
map, address decoding, interfacing o/p display, interfacing
input keyboards, Interfacing memory, Memory mapped I/O, bus
contension, synchronous transfer, Asynchronous transfer,
interrupt driven data transfer, multiple interrupts,
enabling, disabling and masking of interrupts, multiple DliA
devices, DHAtransfer.

5. IHTERFACING DEVICES AIm. APPLICATIONS

Types of interfacing devices, programmable
peripheral interface Ie 8255, programmable interrupt
controcler IC 8259, programmable OMAcontroller IC 8257,
programmable c"mmunicaticn interfaoe IC 8251, programmable
interval timer IC 8253, programmable keyboard/display
interface IC 8279.

Applications: Printer interfacing, ADCand DACinterfacing.
Data acquisition system, GPIB interface.

6. DEVEI,OPMENT AID.S. AHD.TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

Microproces!Sor development systelll: Flcwchart for
progralll development, development board and target boards
hardware and software debugging, PMOS, troubleshooting
tools, Hardware/Software integration, emulator.

7. APPI,ICATIONS llE IUCROPROCESSORS

. Temp. control system, sl"eed
autolllat~c traffic light control,
maohine tool control.

8. SINGLE CHl.f. IHCROCOHTROLI.ERK .8i!ll

control of d.c. motor,
flo" control system,

Archi tecture and instruction set.

--- - --~------------ . --



f'-.~rREFIiRENCES
1. Introduction to Microprocesscrs

A.P.Mathur,TMH New Delhi, Edition,19S9

2. Introduction to microprocessors of Programming, Hardware andSoftware
Lance Levanthal, Prentice Hall of India

3. Microprocessor and Digital system
D.V.Hall,Mc.Graw Hill

4. Microprocessor-Principle and application
Ajit Pal,TMB

5. Hicroprocessor-architecture,programming and applioation with
seSS/SeS5
R.S.Gaonkar, Wiley Eastern Limited

B. S08e/SeSS Assembly language prograllming
L. Levanthal, Prentice Hall of India

,"
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EL-304 SPECIAL LABORATORY I

PART A

1. To study 8>'185signals and pin connections.

2. Write the arithmetic programs
(a) To oompute the factorial of a given number using Stack,
(b) To compute the GeD of two numbers,
(0) To arrange the given numbers in ascending/descending

order.

3. Write code conversion programs to covert the decimal number to
Hexadecimal number, Hexadecimal to BCD, ASCII to binary, using
8>'185assembly language.

4. To study string processing using 8065 as'lembly language,

5. Interfacing stepper notor with 8085 microprocessor.
B. Interfacing Unencoded keyboard with 8085 microprocessor.
7. Interfacing Elevator/Simulator with 6085 microprocessor.
B. Interfaoing multiplexed display with eee5 microprocessor.
9. To study different modes of Ie 8253.
10. To study following features of Ie 8279

(a) N-Key rollover
(b) 2-Key lockout
(c) Right and Left entry display.

11. Study of microcontroller Ie 8051 kit.
12.

13.

Writing Short programs for microcontroller.
Study of serial oommunication using 8085.

14. To convert firing angle of an SCR "~'ng S"S5~~~" ~ DllCroprocessor,

NOTE KinilllulIl9 experielllntslIlustbe cOlllpletedby the student
froll part B.

PART B J

student

beam and heam spot size.
completed by the3 eXperiemnts must be

frailpart B.
KinillltlIl

To study characteristics of cptoelectronlc devices like LED
Photodiode, Phototransistor etc
!o st~dy characteristics cf solar cell-Vlilumlnated, temperature de d OC' Ilc'~s' dark andC-V measurements. pen ance, spectra ,dlstribution,

OSftu~!b<10;4-yHa;~~s:SfOfhook.leyeXperlment fo" h
~v ~ ~L ~"u ul USlon .' t.e determlnatlonccnstant of Dllnorlty carriers

To measure the divergence of Laser

2.

1.

3.

4.

HOTE
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EL 4jl ftICRO?~OCESSORS AND APPLICATIONS II
f"

1.ml!Ui ARCJUTF~m

Execution unit and 'Bus interface Unit, Registers,
Instruotion queue, segmentation, pin functions, maximum mode
and miilimum"'lIlocicconfigl:ration, Gomparision !<ith seS8.

o

2. BIDI..6.INS'.IEUC'l'TOl,i IlESCRTPTlOjt MlJl ADDRESSIllG MODES

Af'se!'Joler instruction format, Addressing modes; Data
and branoh addressing, Data transfer instructions,
Arithmetic instructions; Binary, Packed and unpaoked BCD,
Branch instruction: conditional and unconditional loop
instructions, NOP and HLT inc:tructions, flag manipulation
instrucftionG, logical instructions, shift and rotate
instructions, string instructions, Directives of' operators.

I I

SegLlent
conversions,
procedures,
I/O.

definition, simple arithmetic programs, code
use of stacks, procedures, recursive

use of macros; use of HE? prefix., programmed

4. INTERRUPTI' hl:!>1.1:-;R ,
8066 interrupts and responses, interrupt pointer table,

interrupt priority, uses of int8rrupts.

5. INTERFACttJi,i f',ZPlICA7LQ!IS.

Intei:;;~l.Oi"g . keyboard, alpha:lumeric displays,
multipleye1 displays, c~ntronix parallel input printer,
stepper r".~;.or. force lIleas1C:rment, microprocessor based
indUstrial process cont~o! systzm ,temperature controller.
Digitt.l dnt'9. j',ranslaission 1.1sing modems and standard phone
lines. As)'n,;)horono1.ls ccmmunication, software on IBM PC,
OPIB, nPIB ~nd IEEE-468 bus.

cti)..~-.atransf er , coprocessor 8087 math -coprocessor,
cooperation, 8"87 instruction set, 8~8S I/O

processor, architecture, co~munication between CPU lOP
in~truction set.

Introduction,Design Process,. Applications of computer
for design,B~nifits of CAD,Software oonfiguration of graphic
system, function of !1raphic raokage, constructing the
geometry, tr~nsformation.

8. NUMERIC CQNTRO~
The beginning of CAH, Basic components of NC system, HC

procedure, NC coordinate s,steus, NC motion control systems,
Applications of NC, CNG, DNC, combined GNG/DNC systems,
Adaptive control



9. Ili:. E'.AR'l'. PROGRAMING

Punched tape in NC,Tape Coding and Format, Manual
progralllming, Computer assisted part programming,
Language, MACRO statement in APT,NC programming
interactive graphics, Voice NC programming, manual
input.

11'1. INDUSTRIAl. ROBOTICS

part
APT
with
data

Robot technology: Robot physical configurations,Basic Robot
motions, Other technical features,progralllDling the
Robol,Robot Programming languages, End effeclors,Work cell
control and interlocks, Robotic sensors, Robot applications;
material transfer, mi:\chine loading, spray coating,
processing operations.

II.ADVANCED MICROPROCESSORS

Basic features of the advanced microprocessors,
Introduotion lo 80186, 80286, 680211l, 680311lsingle chip
microcomputers, digital signal prooesing microprooessors,
RISC microprooessors, INMOS transputer.

REFERENCES
1. Microprocessor and interfacing programming and hardware

Douglas Hall, I1c.Graw Hill International Editions 1986.

2. Miorooomputer systems The 8066/6088 family,architechture,
programming and design
Yu-Cheng Liu, Glenn A.Gibson,PHI

3. Mioroprocessor based process conlrol
C.D.Johnson,PHI

CAD/CAM-Compuler Aided De~ign
M.P. Grover and E.1I.. Zimmers,Jr,

Microprocessors with applioation
S.I.Ahson, TMHCo Ltd.

and ~anufacturing
PHI New Delhi,1965

in process control

6. Computer oontrclled Industrial machines:process and Robots
Gupton, PHI

7. Tr,e CADCAMprocess
Hawkes BarrY,Wheeler, Allahabad

6. Microproaessor and Microcamput",r based system design
MohamedRafiquzzaman,Universal book stall, NewDelhi
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EL4(~ COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS

\

1. INTRODUCTION

Communication, signals and their classifications,
Fouri~r analysis of signals and systems, Elements of
communication system (Shanon model), Transmission of message
signals, Limitation !lnd resources of communication systems.

2. ANTENNAS

Funds.mentals of antenna, antenna parameters,
Dipole Antenna, resonant and non-resonant antenna, arrays of
antenna, Yagi-Uda array log periodic antenna, broad side
array, end fire rholllbic antenna, -reflector antenas, Horn
antecms, Helix antena, Arrays of array, Loop antennas,
Turnstile antenna, Dielectric rod (polyrod) antennas, slot
antennas, supergain a"tennas, practical transmitting and
receiving antennas.

3. ANALOG SIGNAL TRANSKISSIOK
Frequency division multiplexing. time division

multiplexing, pulse amplitude modulation, pulse width
modulation, Pulse position modulation, multiplier modulation
and demodulation circuits, PLL modulation and demodulation
circuits. Comparision of CWmodulation schemes. commercial
TV broadcasting and reception system.

4. DIGITAl, AliIlIlA1'ACOMMUNICATION

PCM,
Error
codes,

Pulse code modulation: sampling theorem, generate
and reconstruction, Delta modulation, Differential
Baseband reM transmission (RZ and NRZ AMI scheme),
oontrol codes: Error contrcl strategies, Block
cyclic code>::, convoluti.onal codes.

Digital Modulation Methods Frequency shift keying,
Binary PSK, Quarature PSK, M-array PSK, Differential binary
PSK, Minimum Shift keying, Quadrature amplitude modulation.

5. INFORMATION THEORY
Di~certe messages, the concept of amount of

information, Average information, entrpy, information rate,
coding to increase average information per bit, Shannon.s
th~orem, channel oapacity of Gaussian channel.

6. KICllOIfAVECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Microwave frequency range, correspondanoe between

field and cinn .•it ooncepts, applications of microwaves,
principles of micrcwave communication, various types of
microwave radio oommunication systems: line of sight
systems and tropospheric microwave systems, Radar system.

7. OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEK
Block diagram of transmitter and reoeiver, Block

diagram of simple point to point link, A flowohart for a
typical fibre optic link design, line codes for optioal
fibre links, wavelength division multiplexing, Data buses,
LANsystems, coherent cptic: fibre receiver systems.

#.

•
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8. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
Introduotion, satellite links, Eclipses, orbits

and inolination, satellite construction, satellite
communication frequency.

9. TELEPHONE NETKORK
Elemen"tal !?hone system, public telephone network,

central switching, Hierarchy of Switching offices, S"itched
lines and leasad lines, the crossbar s"itch common control,
mobile telephone communication,the callular concept.

REFERENCES

1. Antennas
R.E,Collin,Ko_Gra" Hill

2. Principles of Communicaticn Systems
Taub and Schilling,l1c,Gra" Hill

3. Digital Satellite Communication
Tri T.Ha,Mo.Gra'" Hill.

4. Fiber Optical Communication
D.C.Agrallal,A.H.Wheeler and Cc.

5. Digital and Analog Communication Systems
K.Sam Shanmugan,John Willey.

6. Principles of Digital and Analog Communication
Jerry D.Gibsotl,Max\oiell MO.Millan lnt.Editions.

7. An Introductiun to the Prillciples of Communication Theory
'::ohn C. Hancock. TMH

8 Electronic Communicati-'n Technology
Edward Wilson,PHI
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SBKlCONDUCTOR SCIBBCE AHD TECHOBOLOGY , ',. - , ...

i. CRYSTAl, GR01fTH AIm IIAlER PREPARATION

C.
shaping,
cleavage.

2 _ DIFFlISIOB

and Bt idgeman
polishing,

techniques, zone refining,
cutting, ~agering, Scribe Ingot

lines.

Nature of diffusion. lnterstial and substitutional
gradient, The diffusion concentration, field aided Ilotion,
iteration with charged defects, the dissociative
proceSS,Impurity behaviour in silicon.substitutional
diffusers, interstial substitutional diffusers.

3. EPITaxy

.Vapour phase epitaxy. Basic transport process and
reaction kinetics, reaction at the substrate, Sisilants of
nucleation and growth, Doping and autodoping, Process
selection and capabilities, buried layer epitax:i;al' defects.
Formation of GaAs (reactions involved) liquid phase epitaxy.
Tilt type growth furnace, Slider boat arrangement. Reaotors
for Si and GaAs growth .Moleoular Beam EpitaJn',(MBE),
Silioon,insulators. sapphire and amorphous substrates.
Evaluation of Epi-Iayers Sheet resistance, Mobility and
carrier oonoentration and impurity profile measurements.

<&. ODDATIOB

Thermal oxidation of silicon, intrinsic and extrinsic
silica - glass, "oxideformation. kinetics of oxide grcwth,
network formers, Network Breakers bridging oxygen.

Thermal oxidation' Dry, wet, rapid thermal, pyrogenic
oxidation. Halogenic low pressure oxidations. Teohniques and
oxidation (chlorine enhanced oxidation), Oxidation furnaces,
high and low pressure oxidations. Teohniques and
difficulties in growing good quality thin oxide layers.
Oxidation induced stacking faults.

Anodic
difficulties
oxidation.

oxidation systens; thermal oxidation
in growing oxide layer on GaAs with

of GaAs
thermal

Plasma oxidation; Deal grove model assumptions, the
agreement with experimental results. segregation
coefficient, impurity redistribution during oxidation,
failure of Deal grove model in initial stages, Model
nicropores field enhanced oxidation. Properties of thermal,
anodic and plasma oxides evaluation of cxide layers.

5. DEPOSITIOB TECHNIQUES

Vaccum deposition, chemical vapour deposition, plasma
assisted deposition, electroplating. Deposition tecl1niques
specifically for metal, dielectric, polysilicon and polymer
films.

25
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Et" 4~40 St'ECIM:. LA30RATO'lW II

PART t.

1. To study 8"186 signals and P:l-TI connections.
2. ~rit6 arith~etic programs

(n) To co~pute the faotorial of a given number using Stack,
(b) To co~pute the GCD of two numbers,
(e) To nrr&n~c the given numbers in ascending/descending

order,
using 8~86 MACROj?ROCEDURE.

3. Write code conversion programs to covert the decimal number to
Hexadccinal numi)er, He:>;>,;decimalto BCD, ASCII to binary,llsing
I1ACROjPROClIDUnE.

4. To study string processing using 8~86 assembly language.
5. Study of 13066intr;n'upts.
6. Interfao;n~ Sinple Key switohes and displays.
7. Interfaoi~p, ~~umbwheel switch.
a. IntorfncinJ;; DLe I ADC.
9. Interfacing raLlY.
10. Musio generation usin~ Ie 8255.

riOT:! Hi~icurn 3 e~periemnts Dust be completed by tbe student
fro;;) pr.rt A.

1.
0o.

3.,.
5.
6.

,
6.
9.
10.•• 11.'- 12.

To stndy COI'll'lunication between microprocessor and PC.
P"li, ?!J:1 ,-,,,c PPMusing Ie 555 and PLL.
D~sign, bllil~ a~d test Time Division Multiplexer.
Dcsi2,l,~l1ilt and test amplifiers (Power and Voltage) in
co,", ~"ic:J.Lj on.
Ch~rasto~i~ti~~ of audio transducers- Microphone,Loudspeaker,
[;csi!!nLj}I.;, building and testing of oscillators AF,RF,Local in
cO~l!lunicGtiQ~ syste~.
Code ~Gncr~tion using convolution method.
Frequoncy ~~~~lation and demodulation using PLL.
Built aud test Digital transmitter/receiver cirouit.
B'..lilt p.na test IHHz NRZtransmitter.
To study LBDnodulation
Study of AI; communication systelll(transmitter and receiver)

nOTE

PART C

Mini~~D 7 experieQnts Dost be completed by the student
fro!::. pert B.

1. To determine the pumping speed of rotary pump.
2. Thin film deposition by evaporation technique.
3. Characteris~ics of PEC cell.
4. Elec~roplating and study of adhesicn, porosity and etching.

NOTE Ml.ninun 2 experiemnts must be cOlIPleted by the si:udent
fron par'c C.

"
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